
The Pleiades Reetion Nebula. I. Ultraviolet, Optial, andFar-Infrared Imaging PhotometrySteven J. Gibson1, Kenneth H. Nordsiek2ABSTRACTWe present new wide-�eld optial and ultraviolet images of the Pleiades re-etion nebula that allow a more thorough evaluation of the dust sattering thanany prior data set. Vauum-UV images were taken at 1650 & 2200 �A during the�rst ight of theWide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter, a sounding roket bornetelesope. WISP aptured the brighter parts of the nebula at both wavelengths,with 3� sensitivities of 22.5 & 23.4 UV mag arse�2, respetively. The 5Æ�1:Æ7WISP �eld was also mapped at 4400 �A with a mosai of 40 Burrell ShmidtCCD frames using a broadband BJ �lter. The Shmidt mosai shows extensiveand intriate nebulosity down to a 5� sensitivity limit of 27.6 B mag arse�2,inluding features undeteted by photographi surveys.We explore the intensity and olor behavior of the nebula in our UV andoptial images and far-infrared IRAS data. We �nd the photometri struturenear bright stars is more omplex than previous studies have implied, but gen-eral trends are still apparent. The olor gradients around the stars are aused byphase funtion e�ets rather than internal reddening. The greater onentrationof sattered light vs. thermal emission indiates that most of the observed satter-ing is from foreground dust. A somewhat greater onentration of UV vs. optiallight suggests grain sattering is more forward-direted at shorter wavelengths.The UV nebula is muh fainter than expeted from the stellar photometry and in-terstellar reddening. Explaining this UV faintness requires either more reddeningthan is measured or signi�ant alterations to urrent dust property estimates.Subjet headings: sattering | tehniques: image proessing | (ISM:) dust, ex-tintion | ISM: individual (Pleiades) | (ISM:) reetion nebulae | ultraviolet:ISM1Dept. of Physis & Astronomy, University of Calgary, 2500 University Drive N.W., Calgary, AlbertaT2N 1N4, Canada; gibson�ras.ualgary.a2Dept. of Astronomy, University of Wisonsin, 475 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53706; khn�sal.wis.edu



{ 2 {1. IntrodutionThe brightness and olor distributions of reetion nebulae are funtions of their three-dimensional struture and dust sattering properties. In priniple, the dust behavior andnebular geometry an both be extrated from a photometri analysis, but in pratie, sep-arating the two is diÆult without detailed, reliable photometry and signi�ant externalonstraints. This problem is espeially hallenging in the far-ultraviolet, where the omplex-ity of the observations (e.g., Bowyer 1991; Henry 1991) and pauity of onstraints have leadto major disagreements over dust properties (e.g., Hurwitz, Bowyer, & Martin 1991; Wittet al. 1992).The Wide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter (WISP; Nordsiek & Harris 1999) was builtto determine 3-D geometry polarimetrially via the simple, Rayleigh-like polarization phasefuntion of the dust (White 1979) and then alibrate its UV intensity phase funtion. The�rst threeWISP targets were the Pleiades reetion nebula (Gibson 1997), the Large Magel-lani Cloud (Cole et al. 1999; Cole, Wood, & Nordsiek 1999), and Comet Hale-Bopp (Harriset al. 1999). Polarimetry was not obtained for the Pleiades due to noise problems and anunexpetedly faint UV nebula, but other onstraints have allowed a sattering analysis toproeed.The Pleiades nebula (e.g., Figs. 7 & 8) was seleted for the urrent study for severalreasons. It is a large, bright, nearby objet (d � 130 p; Stello & Nissen 2001), allowing dustto be observed for a variety of sattering angles. Photometri measurements are unlikelyto be ontaminated by line emission, sine absorption studies of the region show only lowionization speies (White 1984; Trapero et al. 1996), the H� emission is very weak (S. Tufte1993, private ommuniation), and neither uoresent emission nor extended red emissionare found (Rush & Witt 1975; Witt & Boroson 1990). Finally, the sattering geometry isonstrained by a wealth of observations.Interstellar polarization and reddening (e.g., Breger 1986, 1987), atomi and moleularline absorption (Federman 1982; Bohlin et al. 1983; White 1984; White et al. 2001), radioline emission (Gordon & Arny 1984; Federman & Wilson 1984; Bally & White 1986), and far-infrared thermal emission (Castelaz, Sellgren, & Werner 1987; White & Bally 1993) indiatea low level of interstellar matter aross most of the luster but more on the western side,perhaps with some optially thik dust southwest of the star 23 Tau (Merope). Enoughmaterial is probably in front of the major stars to dominate the sattered light budget forforward-sattering grains, but some of the densest gas and dust may lie behind or among thestars on the west side of the luster. These �ndings are more reent than most photometristudies, whih have reported oniting geometries of dust-behind-star (e.g., O'Dell 1965;Greenberg & Roark 1967; Andriesse, Piersma, & Witt 1977), star-behind-dust (Shal�en 1948;



{ 3 {Jura 1979; Witt, Bohlin, & Steher 1986), and star-within-dust (Greenberg & Hanner 1970;Witt 1985). The disagreement is partly due to these studies' fous on the brightest, mostomplex nebulosity on the west side of the luster, but it also highlights the importane ofexternal onstraints.Our sattering investigation uses optial and UV sattered light photometry with far-infrared (FIR) emission measurements to onstrain dust and geometri models, as originallysuggested by Jura (1977). Unlike the ommon irumstellar ase, the Pleiades nebula'sanalysis is simpli�ed by its foreground geometry and low reddening, whih redue sightlineonfusion: if the thermal and sattered light sample the same grains, a ratio of the twowill remove density struture and leave only sattering e�ets. This paper presents ourmultiwavelength photometry. We disuss data proessing and reliability issues �rst (xx2-5) and then onsider impliations of the nebula's intensity and olor behavior near severalbright stars (xx6-7). Detailed model analyses are given in a ompanion paper (Gibson &Nordsiek 2003; hereafter Paper II).2. WISP UV Data2.1. ObservationsThe Wide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter (WISP; Nordsiek et al. 1994; Nordsiek& Harris 1999) is a sounding roket borne telesope designed to obtain the �rst wide-�eldpolarimetri images in the vauum ultraviolet. Instrumental optis projet a 5:Æ0�1:Æ7 �eldonto a Retion 1200�400 CCD, providing 14:009 per 27�m pixel. Two broadband �lters, W1and W2, over a wavelength range of 1350� 2600 �A, with respetive half-power bandpassesof 1650� 250 and 2200� 300 �A. The telesope is a fast, folded, o�-axis Shmidt design withpolarizing and modulating elements. The modulator, a stressed CaF2 waveplate, sets thee�etive aperture of 19m. Subsequently, the light reets o� a Shmidt orretor mirror,a Brewster-angle ZrO2-oated polarizer, and the F=1:8 primary mirror, and then passesthrough a �eld attener and UV �lter to reah the CCD.The Pleiades �eld, shown in Figures 1 & 2, overs the bright inner nebula and part ofthe outer nebulosity to the northeast, though the latter proved too faint for detetion. WISPwas launhed from White Sands, New Mexio just after midnight on 1994 Deember 3. Halfof the 15 minute ight was spent above an altitude of 120 km, where atmospheri airglowand UV attenuation are minimal; the peak altitude was 300 km. Four 35 seond imagesmeasured the Stokes intensities Q�; Q+; U�; and U+ (orientations of �90Æ, +0Æ, �45Æ, and+45Æ) in eah �lter, and pixels were binned 2�2 on-hip to inrease sensitivity. The pointing



{ 4 {stability was < 0:05 along the short axis of the images, but a small jitter blurred stars �10 inthe long-axis diretion. The �eld enter also shifted 21:06 west and 4:05 south of the plannedposition to [2000℄ 3h48m34s +24Æ4101300, but sine most of the deteted UV nebulosity is nearthe luster enter, this shift does not a�et our results.2.2. Initial RedutionBias struture was removed from eah ight exposure by subtrating an average of zero-time exposures taken before and during the mission. Bias levels drifted in ight and werenot reorded, but they were reovered as 3�-lipped median levels in apparently empty areasof dark-subtrated images. The dark struture was found from an average of bias-subtrateddark frames, and the dark urrent in eah 35-seond Pleiades exposure was 24:0�4:9 eletronsper 2�2 binned pixel, with some spatial struture at the level of a few e�. The hip readoutnoise was 10.4 e�. Flat�eld orretions were not possible, but atmospheri bakgrounds wereabsent, and ux alibration measurements indiate the hip response varied by a few perentor less within the region of usable photometry.The ux alibration ompared observations of 17, 18, 20, & 23 Tau to TD-1 uxes(Thompson et al. 1978) linearly interpolated to WISP �lter wavelengths. Sine the totalintensity I � Q� + Q+ � U� + U+, we measured the integrated ounts of eah star ashalf the total ux from all four polarization exposures within a 10 0 box entered on thestar. The large box size was needed to apture the majority of eah star's light, whih wassmeared out in a broad and omplex point spread funtion (PSF; Fig. 3). Though sharpnebular features were blurred by the PSF, many of these were too faint to detet withoutonsiderable smoothing. The standard deviation of the ratio of WISP and TD-1 stellaruxes indiates internal alibration errors of � 4%, whih is muh smaller than the �20%absolute unertainty of the TD-1 dataset. The PSF subtrations below have similarly highinternal onsisteny; our absolute photometri errors are probably dominated by systematiunertainties from the TD-1 atalog or from PSF removal.2.3. Point Spread Funtion RemovalThe WISP PSF ontamination near bright Pleiades stars often exeeds the nebularbrightness and so must be removed. Telesope PSFs typially have a bright ore and afaint outer aureole that fades with angular o�set � as ��, where �1 & � & �3 (King 1971;Kormendy 1973; Raine 1996). WISP's o�-axis optis and problems with in-ight fous and



{ 5 {pointing stability produed a omplex PSF ore (Fig. 3) but a fairly simple aureole with�1:3 � � � �2 over 50 � � � 600 (Fig. 4); small �eld atness problems appear for � & 1Æat levels below the photometri noise. Common PSF removal methods (e.g., DAOPHOT:Stetson 1987) �t a 2-D Gaussian funtion and residual map to a measured stellar PSF, salethis model to various stars, and subtrat it. But sine the WISP PSF has neither a well-behaved ore nor a negligible aureole, a omplete 2-D map of the PSF over the entire �eldwas used instead.Laboratory W2 test lamp images were used for both W1 and W2 aureoles, with appro-priate onvolutions to simulate the pointing jitters reorded by in-ight telemetry; W1 labimages were not available. The lab PSF ores math the in-ight appearane of stars poorly,so the 100�100 ore was taken from appropriately saled star images for eah �lter and Stokesomponent. The grafting proess worked well for theW2 ore but was less suessful with theW1 ore. The stellar ore in eah exposure was taken from the brightest Pleiad, 25 Tau, withheks against fainter stellar ores to remove osmi ray ontamination. Bright nonlusterstars were not observed, but 25 Tau is relatively isolated from other bright stars' PSF wingsand has little heavy nebulosity. Its ore width at half maximum is � 1:025�2:05, whih weadopt as the WISP resolution before smoothing.We removed the stellar PSFs with a modi�ed version of the lassi CLEAN algorithm(H�ogbon 1974). All bright stars were loated by ross-orrelating against the 25 Tau oremap and eliminating osmi ray misidenti�ations. Then the model PSF was entered onthe urrently brightest star, saled to 10% of its ux, and subtrated; the sale value wasstored and the proess repeated until all sales onverged. To aommodate subpixel posi-tioning, the PSF struture was �t and resampled with a logarithmi bi-ubi spline. Positiondependene in the real PSF ore's shape led to nonzero residuals in stellar ores, but thesubpixel entering improved aureole subtration. A subsequent hek of the PSF-subtratedWISP data against external photometry (x4) validated the W1 intensities but found a 40%oversubtration of the W2 PSF, whih was re-added. With this orretion, the WISP inten-sities math the external data within 1� unertainties, apart from PSF ore areas within afew arminutes of bright stars. 2.4. Final StepsSine the nebula proved too faint for polarimetry, total-intensity maps were produedby averaging the Q & U frames together with osmi-ray rejetion statistis. The totalintensity maps have 3� sensitivities of 2.7 and 1:1 � 10�17 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 for W1and W2, respetively. This was improved by median smoothing eah image with 3�-lipping



{ 6 {and the stellar ores masked out. To avoid unneessary smoothing of small-sale features, weextrated our photometry from unsmoothed images as well as those smoothed with 1:05�1:05and 3:05�3:05 windows, and the least-smoothed data with an aeptable S=N ratio were used.The most-smoothed data have 3� levels of 3.5 and 1:5� 10�18 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2, or22.5 and 23.4 UV mag arse�2 in the onvention of Henry et al. (1988).The ompleted images in Figure 5 reveal signi�ant nebulosity. The stars 20 Tau (Maia),23 Tau (Merope), and 25 Tau (Alyone) have prominent nebular glows; the lak around25 Tau in W1 results from PSF ore alibration problems. The stellar halos merge into adi�use nebular glow like that seen in photographs, but the faint outer nebulosity remainsundeteted. The UV nebular intensities are generally less than might be expeted fromoptial intensities and the UV brightness of the illuminating stars.3. Shmidt Optial Data3.1. ObservationsTo examine UV-optial olors, the WISP �eld was mapped with the 0.61m BurrellShmidt telesope. The Shmidt's F=3:6 optis give a plate sale of 96 :006 mm�1, or 2 :0003per unbinned 21 �m pixel on the S2KA Tektronix 2048�2048 CCD. At the time of theobservations, the �elds were vignetted into 67:02 irles by the �lter holder. We used a BJ3600� 5200 �A deep sky �lter (Gullixson et al. 1995) to maximize sensitivity to the nebula,whih has blue olors.Figure 1 shows the 20 Shmidt �eld pairs used to map the WISP area. Observationswere made during the nights of 1993 Deember 12 � 16 & 18, whih we denote as nights1 � 5 & 7. The target priority favored the faint outer nebulosity east of the luster ore.Eah �eld was exposed for 1000 seonds and o�set from its twin to shift bad pixels. Thelong integrations aused pixel saturation around the bright stars but helped overome theS2KA's read noise of 13 e� and minimized read time overhead. Sensitivity was also improvedby binning pixels 2�2 on the detetor.3.2. Initial RedutionBias levels were measured from oversans and subtrated, as was bias struture in anaverage map of 105 zero-time frames. The dark struture was too small to subtrat givenits unertainties. The few bad pixels in the S2KA hip were interpolated over with neighbor



{ 7 {values, as were saturation bloom olumns for the bright stars. The latter were distinguishedfrom saturation disks around the same stars with pattern-reognizing software; the disks,whih have intensities exeeding 19:2 B mag arse�2, were left in plae.Fields were attened in a two-stage proess. First, the images were divided by a normal-ized median ombination of 16 twilight exposures to remove the basi instrumental response.Signi�ant struture was left due to the olor di�erene between the blue twilight sky andthe yellow zodiaal light dominating the \dark" sky near the Pleiades (Levasseur-Regourd& Dumont 1980; Shoening 1992). As a seond orretion, eah �eld was divided by a 3�-lipped median average of 13 dark-sky �elds taken away from the luster during nights 1 &2. PSF wings and saturated pixels were removed and faint stars masked in eah of these skyframes prior to ombination, and remaining artifats were eliminated with a 3:04�3:04 mediansmooth of the ombined map.The �rst two nights were lear with a new moon, but irrus appeared later, satteringwaxing moonlight into the Shmidt aperture. This ontamination was signi�ant for nights 4& 5 and strongest for night 7, though the latter's �elds were in less important parts of thenebula. Smooth moonlight orretor maps were onstruted in a similar manner to the darksky at, using 10 night 4 & 5 skies for one map and 5 night 7 skies for another. Afterthese were subtrated from the Pleiades frames, east-west gradients equivalent to 17% ofnew moon B sky per degree in nights 4 & 5 and 22% in night 7 were measured visuallyand removed. Remaining gradients and the sky zero-level were �ne-tuned with �eld overlapsduring mosai assembly.The ux alibration used 12 Landolt (1972) standard stars observed over nights 1 & 2when onditions were best. No olor transformation was needed between BJ and B, whihhave the same enter wavelength. The absolute unertainty of the alibration is � 8% plus6 � 10% from extintion unertainties over the range of observed airmasses. The relativeunertainty between frames is less than 5% with at�eld errors inluded. The ux sale afteralibration is for zero airmass.3.3. Point Spread Funtion RemovalAs with WISP, stellar PSF wings were often brighter than the nebula and requiredareful removal. But in this ase, the PSF ore was inside the saturation disks, and the PSFaureole ould be reasonably represented as a simple 1-D radial funtion. Figure 6 showsthe measured pro�le and power-law �t. The pro�le was obtained from the 7th-mag A5 starHD 15333 in night 1 dark-sky frames using the median of the lowest 10% of pixel values



{ 8 {in suessive annuli. This statisti avoids most ontamination from neighbor star aureoles,di�ration spikes, and other artifats. The measured pro�le onforms to a power-law shapeout to o�sets of � � 150, where �eld edge e�ets begin interfering. We �t a � = �1:67law to the pro�le minima in this range to minimize residual artifats and extrapolated it to� � 600 to remove PSF aureoles from eah Shmidt �eld. PSF subtration was performedon �elds rather than the mosai beause vignette and sattered light e�ets made aureolesdisontinuous aross �eld boundaries.Sine the Shmidt PSF ores of bright stars were saturated, a CLEAN-like algorithmould not be used to remove them. Instead, the power-law aureole was saled to the atalogmagnitude of eah saturated star and removed; unsaturated stars were too faint (B & 11:5)to have signi�ant aureoles. For dark sky images used to make sky ats and moonlightorretions (x3.2), the stellar pro�les had no nebular omponent and ould be measured andremoved diretly. A omparison of our �nal maps against previous photometry (x4) showsexellent agreement exept in the innermost few arminutes, where some PSF residuals mayremain. 3.4. Mosai AssemblyAll the Shmidt Pleiades �elds were assembled into a single mosai of weighted averageintensities. Pixels near �eld edges were given low weight to redue at�eld and satteredmoonlight residuals in these areas, and the lowest 20% and highest 40% of pixel values werelipped to minimize other artifats. The �elds were plaed on the mosai grid after eah wasregistered against stellar atalog positions from R�oser & Bastian (1988).The mosai proess also allowed sky bakgrounds to be adjusted to a ommon level.In an iterative proedure, the relative DC levels of overlapping �elds were set to minimizeroot-mean-square (RMS) di�erenes between pixels avoiding stars and various artifats, the�eld mosai was assembled, and residual sattered moonlight gradients were measured glob-ally and removed from eah �eld. The tendeny of the overlapping �eld gradients to joininto global patterns made them easy to �ne-tune at this stage. Visual heks against Palo-mar Observatory Sky Survey prints redued gradient unertainties below those of �eld edgemathes, whih are typially 26:2 B mag arse�2 = 4% of sky or less but an reah 12%in the worst ases (see Fig. 6). These unertainties limit the reliability of the largest faintfeatures but have no a�et on small �laments. One all gradients were removed, the globalsky level of the mosai was set by assuming the faintest areas free of nebulosity have zerointensity. Sine this method is blind to struture larger than the mosai, our photometrymay underestimate the total nebular brightness, but the bias should be less than the 1�



{ 9 {errors on our external photometry hek, whih are �25:6 B mag arse�2 = 7% of sky (x4).After the mosai assembly was ompleted, neighbor interpolation was used to remove anumber of long, thin streaks of light sattered by the �lter holder edges, as these ould other-wise ontaminate photometri measurements. A few defoused ghost images of bright starswere too extended and omplex to remove, but these are quite faint (& 26 B mag arse�2).Figures 7 & 8 show the �nal map. Intriate �laments �ll the mosai; some, like thehorizontal streamers in the southernmost �eld, are below the POSS detetion limit. Allfeatures found byWISP are easily seen here. Without binning, the mosai's 5� sensitivity is1:0�10�18 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 = 24:5 B mag arse�2. Binning toWISP-like 3000 pixelsimproves the 5� sensitivity to 6:0� 10�20 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 = 27:6 B mag arse�2,or � 1% of sky for small-sale features, though larger strutures are ompromised by �eldedge artifats at the 25� 26 B mag arse�2 level.The deteted nebula ranges over three orders of magnitude in surfae brightness. Near20, 23 & 25 Tau, intensities exeed �B = 20:4 mag arse�2. The nebulosity near 23 Taudrops to 22.1 at � = 150 and to 22.9 at 400, where it blends into the general luster nebula.This has �B = 22:1 � 22:9 inside the quadrilateral of 17, 20, 23 & 25 Tau and falls to25.0 at � � 1Æ, where it appears to merge with several other strutures having �B =24:2� 25:4. Arminute-sale wisps are visible within these larger features with intensities of27:6 B mag arse�2 above loal bakground.4. Comparison with Previous UV and Optial PhotometryAs a hek on our proessing tehniques, we ompared our �nal data with externalUV and optial aperture photometry. No imaging photometry of the Pleiades nebula hasbeen published in detail, though Midourse Spae Experiment observations were reportedby Allen et al. (1997). We used the 14 UV pointings of Andriesse et al. (1977; APW) andthe 6 optial pointings of O'Dell (1965), all near the star 23 Tau (Merope). Though theirrespetive apertures of 15000 and 6300 di�er from our own resolution, di�use surfae brightnessmeasurements should be una�eted. Other studies were not onsidered, sine Witt et al.'s(1986) UV data sample too lose to the stars, Elvius & Hall (1967) are onsistent with O'Dell(1965), and optial data around other stars (e.g., Cottrell & Witt 1983; O'Dell 1969) lakmathing UV overage.We assumed no stellar PSF ontamination in the referene data. A study of the in-strument used by APW found minimal PSF ontamination (A. Witt 1998, private ommu-niation; Wesselius 1980), and O'Dell (1969) made a similar laim for the O'Dell (1965)



{ 10 {photometry. Witt (1977) sought to remove 23 Tau's optial aureole expliitly but foundvalues at least as bright as O'Dell's (1965) for � & 30.Figure 9 ompares our photometry to the referene data, with ours taken from the pixelsontaining the referene positions. The WISP data at � & 80 were extrated from 1:05�1:05-smoothed images, exept for the outermost W1 point, whih used 3:05�3:05 smoothing. ThreeW1 and two W2 points within � � 30 have large PSF residuals and fall outside the plottedintensity range. We interpolated the referene data in wavelength for this omparison, andthe APW intensities were inreased by 8% to math the TD-1 ux sale, but the data areunaltered otherwise. The dashed line marks APW's power-law �t to the Merope nebula,whih we disuss more in x6.The general agreement between our photometry and the referene sets validates ourelaborate redution proedures. Only the innermost o�sets show disrepanies. WISP prob-lems for � . 30 have been disussed (x2.3). A �25% overbrightness for similar o�sets in theShmidt data suggests imperfet PSF subtration here as well. We note that the general UVmath is not a onsequene of using APW to alibrate the WISP PSF subtration (x2.3),sine this is only a global saling orretion; the detailed agreement vs. � is genuine.5. Far-Infrared Data5.1. IRAS EmissionA omparison of isotropi thermal radiation and anisotropi sattered light is useful forexamining dust phase funtion e�ets. Our primary FIR data are from IRAS Sky SurveyAtlas (ISSA; Wheelok et al. 1994) maps at 60 & 100 �m. Large grains dominate the emissionat these wavelengths (Castelaz et al. 1987) and should also dominate the sattered light, dueto the steep dependene of sattering ross-setion on partile size in the Rayleigh limit(van de Hulst 1981). The ISSA � 50 angular resolution is similar to WISP's after 3:05�3:05smoothing. The ISSA data ontain some striping and bakground mathing artifats, butthese have amplitudes below 1 MJy sr�1 and an be ignored. A more serious onern isthe ISSA zero-point unertainty of a few MJy sr�1. We subtrated 4.8 MJy sr�1 from theISSA 100 �m data to math the COBE-alibrated IRAS maps of Shlegel, Finkbeiner, &Davis (1998; SFD) within a �0:6 MJy sr�1 RMS unertainty. Laking a similar referenefor 60 �m, we added 0.7 MJy sr�1 to bring the faintest real-looking ISSA nebulosities upto zero intensity. The 100 �m zero-point hanges have a large e�et on outlying featuresbut only 5 � 25% in the entral regions where WISP deteted the nebula. The smaller 60�m orretion has no signi�ant e�et beyond making temperature measurements possible



{ 11 {in faint areas.Figure 10 shows a map of zero-orreted 100 �m intensities from the SkyView imagingengine (MGlynn, Sollik, & White 1996). As noted by Castelaz et al. (1987) and White& Bally (1993), the FIR nebula is similar to the sattered light nebula. Bright thermalglows mark 17, 20, 23, and 25 Tau, but the brightest emission is from the dense nebulositysouthwest of 23 Tau. Many faint extended features have optial ounterparts (Fig. 8).Contours give 60/100 �m olor temperature T . We assume I� / ��B�(T ) with Plankfuntion B�(T ), volume opaity �� / ��, and SFD's �=2; general onstraints are 1�� � 2for 50 � � � 250 �m (Hildebrand 1983; Whittet 1992). We �nd T � 18 � 36 K over thenebula, or 20 � 45 K if � = 1. Our 60/100 �m temperatures are 25% higher than SFD'sCOBE 100/240 �m values in the warmest regions (x5.2), perhaps due to some small grainemission at 60 �m. The unertainties in our data from small-grain emission, zero-pointorretions, and the hoie of � are probably similar to the unertainty in the IRAS gain.All these e�ets may bias our analyses somewhat but should have no qualitative impat.5.2. Longer WavelengthsThe main disadvantage of IRAS is its short wavelength overage of 8� 120 �m, whihsees only the Wien side of the Plank funtion for grains ooler than � 50 K. By ontrast,the COBE DIRBE and FIRAS instruments over 1 � 240 and 104� 4400 �m respetively,or temperatures of & 20 K and & 1:2 K on their larger beam sales of 0:Æ7 and 7Æ. Tohek our 60/100 �m olor temperatures and the possibility that IRAS missed a older dustpopulation, we examined DIRBE and FIRAS temperature data near the Pleiades.SFD produed DIRBE 100/240 temperature maps at 1:Æ3 resolution. Little small-grainemission is expeted for � & 100 �m, and SFD treated zodiaal ontamination arefully,so their temperatures are probably more reliable than ours on these sales. When derivedfrom ISSA maps smoothed to a similar resolution, our 60/100 temperatures 2� 3Æ from theluster enter are 14� 16 K, in good agreement with SFD. In the luster ore however, our25 � 26 K peak temperatures exeed SFD's 20 � 21 K values, suggesting some small grainontamination.Reah et al. (1995) analyzed FIRAS data and found that Galati dust emission inTaurus is dominated by a T �17 K omponent, whih is onsistent with ISSA and DIRBEtemperatures near the Pleiades. Reah et al. (1995) also found evidene for a weak T �5 Komponent that IRAS would have missed, but this was not on�rmed by Lagahe et al.(1998). If real, this seond omponent produes less than 2% of the emission power of the



{ 12 {dominant omponent, suggesting its sattering ontribution may also be small. We have notonsidered the e�ets of suh a population in our analyses.6. Intensity BehaviorThe behavior of the nebular brightness I� as a funtion of apparent angular o�set �from bright stars depends upon the 3-D positions of the stars and dust. We examine I�(�)below for 17, 20, 23, and 25 Tau at 1650 �A, 2200 �A, 4400 �A, and 100 �m. Color trends areexplored in x7. 6.1. Pro�le DataFigure 11 shows the \domains" of di�erent stars illuminating the nebula at 4400 �A,assuming all stars and dust lie in a single plane normal to the line of sight. Contoursindiate how muh of the model illumination omes from a partiular star. This simplesheme gives a rough idea of where the nebula is dominated by one star, and thus whereextrated intensity pro�les might be physially meaningful. But sine the real geometryprobably di�ers from this model, the ontribution frations implied by the model should notbe taken too literally. We hose to examine I�(�) at model ontribution levels below 50%,reognizing that starlight blending is signi�ant in the Pleiades (Jura 1979), and I�(�) willbe a�eted by it.Figure 12 gives the extrated pro�les in order of dereasing interstellar reddening, aproxy for nebular optial depth. We measured I�(�) at ontribution levels of � 25% for 17& 25 Tau, � 15% for 20 Tau, and � 10% for 23 Tau; 20 & 23 Tau have lower uto�s togive them areas similar to 17 & 25 Tau. No azimuthal averaging was performed. Pro�lesare shown for all position angles  around the star and for  subsets that minimize starlightblending and nebular strutural variations where possible; we de�ne  = 0Æ as north and = 90Æ as east.Some quantization appears in both the UV and FIR pro�les. The latter is aused bypixel edge disontinuities in the ISSA data, while the former is a result ofWISP smoothing toinrease sensitivity. To avoid washing out bright, small-sale features, theWISP photometryat eah position was extrated from the least-smoothed data satisfying S=N � 5 (x2.4). Sinethe smoothed data were more sparsely sampled to avoid redundant points, abrupt drops inpoint density in the UV pro�les appear where the degree of smoothing inreased. Pointswith S=N < 5 for maximum smoothing are not plotted, trunating most WISP pro�les at



{ 13 {� � 20� 300. Points with � < 40 had PSF subtration problems and are also omitted.The relative 4400 �A and 100 �m photometri unertainties are too small to plot inFigure 12, and the UV error bars annot be shown properly for so many points. But forreferene, the 1650 �A 1� unertainties range from 9:0 � 10�18 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 forthe inner, unsmoothed points to 1:2 � 10�18 for the outer, heavily smoothed points. Theorresponding 2200 �A range is 3.7 to 0:5� 10�18 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2.6.2. Pro�le Behavior6.2.1. General CharateristisThe nebular intensity pro�les in Figure 12 have several ommon harateristis. Nearlyall show I� dropping steadily at larger o�sets, as expeted from the loal dominane of thereferene stars. Exeptions arise from WISP PSF artifats and optial depth variations inthe nebula. One example of the latter is the strong 100 �m peak 100 from 23 Tau, whihappears in more than one star's pro�les and traes signi�ant moleular material (Breger1987; White & Bally 1993). Another is the nebular \hole" northeast of 25 Tau (see Figs. 8 &10). The general satter in the pro�les is redued in the  subrange plots, demonstrating thatit arises from strutural e�ets, not noise. Aperture photometry studies of a few positionsin the nebula present a simpler piture than our image data. A thorough sattering analysisshould address the auses of this struture, suh as optial depth variations.APW's study provides an interesting omparison with our own. They ombined UV datataken mostly south and west of 23 Tau with O'Dell's (1965) optial data of similar areas andfound reasonable �ts using the power-law form I�(�) = I�(�0) � (�=�0)��, where �� < 0 andj��j steepens at shorter wavelengths. Thus, the Merope nebula is redder in its outer reahes,as olor photographs indiate. We have plotted APW's power laws in Figure 12, saled toeah star's brightness and interpolated in wavelength. Though the APW lines are only �tsto their data for 23 Tau itself, they aid the eye in omparing 23 Tau's intensity pro�les tothose of other stars.Within the 2:250 < � < 13:570 o�set range of the APW data, our 23 Tau pro�les agreequite well with the APW �t lines, espeially for the 180Æ <  < 225Æ azimuthal range ofmost of their pointings. But for � & 150, our pro�les diverge onsiderably, perhaps beauseof optial depth e�ets or a drop below �30% ontribution from 23 Tau. Other stars' pro�lesshow similar behavior: 20 Tau mathes the APW line well at small o�sets but diverges fromit more quikly than 23 Tau, while 25 and 17 Tau diverge further but often run parallel tothe APW line. In most ases, the pro�les' power-law behavior is more pronouned at smaller



{ 14 {o�sets, where neighbor star illumination and nebular struture are less important. 23 Tau'spro�les appear to be the brightest, whih is onsistent with its nebulosity being the heaviest.6.2.2. Shallow SlopesAPW slopes interpolated to 1650, 2200, & 4400 �A are �1:47, �1:31, & �0:73, respe-tively. Though our pro�le slopes vary, none drops more steeply than �� � �1:5 exept inshort bursts (e.g., 23 Tau at 4400 �A). This result seems to ontradit that of Hubble (1922),who found the angular extent of many reetion nebulae is proportional to the square root ofthe ux of the entral star(s), implying �� = �2 pro�les are ommon near nebular edges onthe sky. Physially, a �2 slope is onsistent with a simple inverse-square drop in illuminatingux from the enter if the dust optial depth is low and phase funtion e�ets are minimizedby near-onstant �90Æ sattering angles. In the inner nebula, sattering angles would varymore, but this variation would steepen �� if foreground dust dominates the sattering in thePleiades, as seems likely (xx1 & 7.1).The shallow slopes are probably not aused by optially thik dust. Though smooththik dust would alter the light distribution, it is inompatible with low interstellar redden-ings (Breger 1986). The nebula's rih �lamentary struture (e.g., Arny 1977) might hideextra opaity in small dust lumps, but it is not lear whether these ould interept enoughlight to a�et pro�le slopes.Other explanations are more plausible. A relatively large star-nebula separation wouldsoften phase funtion e�ets by reduing hanges in sattering angle over a given range of skyo�sets. In a foreground-slab geometry, the inident ux would also vary less with � in theinner nebula where the star-dust distane is more onstant. Finally, the light ontributionsof neighbor stars to the outer parts of pro�les would lessen the rate of deline, espeiallyif the dust lies some distane in front of the stars, where the light an blend more evenly.Blending ould also be signi�ant in the outer nebula if muh of the illumination is from theambient interstellar radiation �eld. Paper II onsiders all of these e�ets on the satteredlight distribution. 7. Color BehaviorWe now onsider the behavior of olors, de�ned as brightness ratios I�1=I�2. We disussolors of sattered light relative to thermal emission �rst and then examine olors betweendi�erent sattered light wavelengths.



{ 15 {7.1. Sattered / Thermal ColorsIn an optially thin nebula, the ratio of sattered and thermal intensities anels dustdensity struture and illuminating ux salings to leave only phase funtion e�ets. Paper IIexamines suh behavior in detail, but we mention some fundamental results here.Figure 13 plots UV/FIR and optial/FIR ratio pro�les using the azimuthal subrangedata from Figure 12. Some WISP artifats are present, and 1650 �A/100 �m olors are tooa�eted by PSF residuals to show for 25 & 17 Tau. Still, most sattered/thermal ratios learlydrop with inreasing o�set angle �. Ratios are � 10�1 � 10�2 for � � a few arminutes and� 10�3 at larger o�sets. The latter value is typial of BJ=100�m ratios outside the lusterore area and resembles the optial/FIR olors of many high-latitude Galati irrus louds(Guhathakurta & Tyson 1989; Paley et al. 1991; Guhathakurta & Cutri 1994), suggestingthese outer nebulosities may reeive muh of their illumination from the di�use interstellarradiation �eld.The sattered/thermal olor gradient diretly implies that most of the sattered lightomes from dust foreground to the illuminating stars, i.e., those within � 1Æ of the lusterenter that dominate the nebular light, not all luster stars inside the � 6Æ tidal radius(Adams et al. 2001). If we assume the sattered and thermal light trae the same grainpopulation, and the nebula is optially thin, then the di�erenes between the satteredand thermal intensity distributions show that the grains do not satter isotropially. Sinegrains are not likely to baksatter preferentially (Whittet 1992), they must forward-satterpreferentially, and the higher sattered/thermal ratios near the stars require the bulk ofthe sattered light to arise from dust in front of the stars. Some dust ould still lie in thebakground, but it does not dominate the sattering.Several departures from our assumptions ould ompliate this line of reasoning, butnone seriously. Optially thik smooth dust might produe similar gradients, but low in-terstellar reddening (Breger 1986) rules this out in most parts of the nebula. Optiallythik dust lumps an only produe olor gradients if they satter o� one another, whihwould also produe unobserved sightline reddening e�ets. Finally, omplex-shaped grainsmight have baksattering omponents in predominantly forward-direted phase funtions,and these ould mimi the same olor trends for a bakground nebula. But realisti u�y-grain models have baksattered intensities less than 10�2 times that of light going forward(Wol�, Clayton, & Gibson 1998). If bakground dust dominated the sattered light, it wouldprodue far more bakground extintion than is observed, even through the dense Meropeloud area (�Cernis 1987).



{ 16 {7.2. Sattered / Sattered ColorsRatios of sattered brightness in di�erent �lters reveal dust property hanges with wave-length. We disuss impliations of these olors below.7.2.1. Color TrendsFigure 14 plots sattered light intensity ratio pro�les, with APW trends and stellarolors marked for omparison. Despite WISP PSF artifat problems, several pro�les displaysattered/sattered olor gradients in the same sense as the sattered/thermal olors, withthe UV light more onentrated than the optial at small o�sets. Spei�ally, three of thefour stars show a 2200/4400 �A ratio drop for � < 80, with 23 Tau's trend being the leanestand most extensive. 23 Tau has a similar 1650/4400 �A trend, but this is not reprodued by20 Tau, whih has poorer 1650 �A data (see Fig. 12). The 1650 �A-related olors were notreliable for 17 & 25 Tau. No 1650/2200 �A trend is apparent for 20 or 23 Tau.For an optially thin, foreground nebula, sattered light olor gradients indiate hangesin the dust phase funtion asymmetry, g � hos �i, where � is the sattering angle. The2200/4400 �A trend implies g(2200) > g(4400), and the 23 Tau data suggest g(1650) >g(4400). We annot evaluate the relationship between g(2200) and g(1650), but the APW�t to foreground 23 Tau nebulosity requires g(1650) > g(2200) > g(4400), and dg=d� < 0 for1550 �A � � � 5620 �A generally. This trend is onsistent with reent grain property estimates(e.g., Gordon, Calzetti, & Witt 1997) and may indiate the \detetion" of the small end ofthe size distribution of dominant satterers if grains muh smaller than � satter isotropiallyand larger grains are strong forward-satterers (Whittet 1992).Our olor trend onits with that of Witt et al. (1986), who found redder UV spetra atsmaller � o�sets for 17, 20 & 23 Tau and inferred g(1500) < g(3000). Sine their pointingshave � � 10, it is possible they sample a small-angle regime of the phase funtion thatbehaves di�erently from that observed by WISP and APW, but suh ad ho omplexityis not predited by urrent grain models. Alternatively, the Witt et al. (1986) data mayontain some bias, but we do not attempt to evaluate this here; we simply note their resultsas opposing ours.Another soure of onern is whether internal reddening ould a�et the observed olortrends. We demonstrate below that it is not signi�ant and also disuss the general rednessof the UV/optial olors ompared to the stars.



{ 17 {7.2.2. Internal ReddeningTo test our assumption that phase funtion e�ets dominate the nebular olor trends,we estimated the amount of internal reddening produed by a simple smooth dust modelonstrained by sightline EB�V measurements. The model ignores lumpy dust, whih prob-ably has little a�et on olor gradients. Figure 15 shows the model's uniform, plane-paralleldust slab lying normal to the observer's line of sight to the star, whih is a distane d fromthe observer and a separation s from the slab midplane. A grain in the midplane has o�setangle � seen by the observer, sattering angle �, and o�set angle �0 = ��� seen by the star,where s tan �0 = (d � s) tan�. In terms of the line-of-sight depth �LOS , the optial depthalong the light path is �PATH = 12 � 1os �0 + 1os�� �LOS : (1)Sine EB�V / � , we an estimate the reddening along the light path relative to the sightline.The EB�V di�erene between paths with o�sets �1 and �2 is that whih internal red-dening an ontribute to observed olor gradients. For a Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989)extintion law, we �nd the APW 2200/4400 �A olor hange between �1 = 50 and �2 = 100requires �EB�V = 0:077 for RV � AV =EB�V = 3:1 and generally 0:065 � �EB�V � 0:154for 2 � RV � 6; Pleiades observations suggest RV � 3 � 4 (e.g., Witt, Bohlin, & Steher1981; Guthrie 1987). For nebulosity near 23 Tau, whih has EB�V = 0:078 (Breger 1986),produing this �EB�V range requires 61Æ � � � 74Æ for 50 � � � 100 and RV = 2, ors � 0:1 p for d = 130 p (Stello & Nissen 2001). Higher, more likely RV values requirehigher � angles and smaller separations, as do lower sightline reddenings. Sine 23 Tau hasheavier nebulosity and higher sightline reddening than the other bright Pleiades stars, moretypial geometri requirements are � & 80Æ and s . 0:05 p.Though suh small separations have been proposed (e.g., Witt et al. 1986), they makeshallow intensity slopes harder to explain (x6.2.2), and they ontradit ionization balanemodels that require s & 0:3 � 1:0 p in many parts of the nebula (Federman 1982; White1984). Thus, signi�ant internal reddening gradients seem unlikely. If we assume s = 0:5 p,Breger's (1986) EB�V = 0:025 for 25 Tau implies a reddening gradient � 3% that of theAPW 2200/4400 �A pro�le's. Though our 25 Tau olors do not follow the APW line perfetly,they do so well enough to show they are not produed by reddening, and we �nd similarresults for other stars. Consequently, our phase funtion interpretation in x7.2.1 appearsvalid.The fae-on, plane-parallel reddening model is simplisti but adequate for these esti-



{ 18 {mations. If the real nebula was at but tilted, its reddening olor gradients might inreasesigni�antly at those position angles most tilted toward or away from the observer, but thee�et would be less elsewhere, and strong  asymmetries in nebular olors are not observed.A large tilt would also displae the point of bluest olor from the stellar position, and sinethis is not seen, any real tilt may be reasonably small. Non-plane-parallel shapes annotinrease internal reddening signi�antly either. A nebula onvex to the observer would pro-due less reddening than a at nebula unless its radius of urvature was less than s. A nebulaonave to the observer would enhane reddening, but this would not be signi�ant unlessit had enough urvature to make the observer's point of view unlikely.7.2.3. Ultraviolet FaintnessThe low WISP S=N expresses a poor math of instrumental sensitivity to the UVfaintness of the nebula. Though onsistent with APW's photometry, this UV faintnessremains surprising. None of our UV/optial olors in Figure 14 are systematially bluer thanthe observed stellar olors. The APW �t for 23 Tau yields [2200=4400℄neb = [2200=4400℄star =0:75 at � = 50, near WISP's minimum reliable o�set. For APW's inner limit of � = 2:025,they �nd a 2200/4400 �A intensity ratio of 1.2 relative to the star. These olors are muhredder than simple models would predit.A smooth, optially thin slab nebula like that disussed in the previous setion (seeFig. 15) has olors given byI�1(�)I�2(�) = F�(�1)Cext(�1) a(�1) �(�; �1)F�(�2)Cext(�2) a(�2) �(�; �2) ; (2)where F� is the inident stellar ux, Cext is the dust extintion ross-setion, a is the albedo,and � is the intensity phase funtion. If a and �(�) are wavelength-independent, the2200/4400 ratio relative to the star is just Cext(2200)=Cext(4400). This is 3:2 � 1:4 forRV = 2 � 6, and 2.4 for standard RV = 3:1 extintion (Cardelli et al. 1989); all of theseexeed the bluest reliable olors in our data or APW's. But �(�) must vary with wavelength(x7.2.2), and the albedo probably does as well.To examine albedo and phase funtion e�ets, we used two grain models: the power-lawsize distribution of spherial grains developed by Mathis, Rumpl, & Nordsiek (1977; MRN)and explored by White (1979), and the Milky Way dust values assembled from the literatureby Gordon et al. (1997; GCW). Table 1 gives MRN & GCW albedo and g values. Bothgrain models have a(2200)=a(4400) ' 0:78. If �(�) was �-independent, this albedo ratio



{ 19 {would be just suÆient to math the APW olors at � = 2:025 if RV � 5:4, but not for larger� or lower RV . Yet �'s �-dependene does not help muh if g is restrited to the MRN orGCW values. A Henyey & Greenstein (1941) form for � requires RV & 4 for either grainmodel to math APW's � = 2:025 olors and higher RV for larger �, e.g., RV > 6 for � = 50.Our simple slab model is unable to explain the UV faintness of the nebula. The HGphase funtion has no physial basis, but it's probably a reasonable representation of realgrain behavior at the small sattering angles involved here. However, the real dust ouldhave a lower UV albedo than predited by MRN or GCW, or g(UV) ould be higher thanpredited. Alternatively, the nebula ould be reddened beyond levels expeted from EB�Vmeasurements, for example, by small lumps of dust. We onsider these possibilities inPaper II. 8. ConlusionsUsing Wide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter and Burrell Shmidt telesope observa-tions, we have presented the �rst wide-�eld ultraviolet and optial imaging photometry ofthe Pleiades reetion nebula. Instrumental e�ets, suh as stellar point spread ontami-nation of nebular intensities, required areful proessing in both data sets. Despite theseompliations, our �nal images are onsistent with the photometry of previous studies. TheShmidt data show several features below the sensitivity of photographi surveys and alsohave the advantage of linearity. The WISP maps are not sensitive enough for polarimetrybut give valuable photometry of the luster ore nebulosity.We have examined intensity and olor trends near bright Pleiades stars in our WISPand Shmidt maps and IRAS far-infrared maps. COBE results indiate that the IRAS datareasonably represent the dust thermal emission. We �nd the following:1. In addition to 2-D brightness struture, many intensity pro�les show monotoni de-lines similar to those observed near 23 Tau. The shallow pro�le slopes may be ausedby a signi�ant star-nebula separation, blending of light from many stars, or both.2. Trends in sattered/thermal intensity ratios show that most of the sattered UV andoptial light arises from dust grains in front of the stars. We annot rule out some dustlying behind the stars, but it does not dominate the sattered light budget.3. The dust satters more in the forward diretion at ultraviolet than optial wavelengths.Our data lak adequate sensitivity to demonstrate a similar trend between 1650 and2200 �A, but suh a trend is seen in the data of APW.
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Fig. 1.| The single WISP UV �eld and all 40 Shmidt BJ mosai �elds on the sky. EahShmidt �eld is 67:06 in diameter. The 5Æ�1:7Æ WISP �eld is shown as observed (||) andas originally planned (- - - -). Sine the Shmidt survey was arried out �rst, its �elds overthe original WISP area. The numbers indiate night of Shmidt observation, where night 1is 1993 De 12. The stars plotted have V magnitudes in the range 3� 10.
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Fig. 2.| W1 (top) and W2 (bottom) images prior to PSF subtration and smoothing.Intensity ranges from 0 (white) to 2:0 � 10�17 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 (blak). The skyorientations of north and east are indiated.
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Fig. 3.| W2 Q� PSF ore region, logarithmi brightness sale (negative). Eah pixel is 3000aross. Outside of the ore, the PSF diminishes more smoothly in an approximate power-lawaureole.
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Fig. 4.| W2 PSF pro�les taken left, right, above, and below the brightest PSF pixel andsaled to the brightness of 25 Tau. While the inner PSF is quite omplex, the outer aureoleexhibits a smooth �� form out to the noise limit at ��600, with �1:3 � � � �2.
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Fig. 5.| W1 (left) and W2 (right) images after PSF subtration, with 1:05�1:05 (top) and3:05�3:05 (bottom) smoothing to redue noise. Intensity saling is idential to Fig. 2. Thegray ontour enloses data with S=N > 3, based on read, dark, and photon noise and a 4%ux saling error (x2.2). Flamsteed atalog stars are numbered.
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Fig. 6.| Shmidt PSF pro�le of the B=6.8 magnitude star HD 15333, resaled to the B=2.8brightness of 25 Tau. A �� �t onstruted not to exeed good data values is given, with� = �1:67. This power law was extrapolated to larger o�set angles for the subtration ofPSFs of bright Pleiades stars.
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Fig. 7.| Shmidt mosai image of the luster ore. Intensity saling, overage, and labelingare as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8.| Full Shmidt mosai. Intensity ranges linearly from 0.0 (white) to 1:0 �10�18 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 = 24:5 B mag arse�2 (blak) to emphasize the faintouter nebulosity. Brighter regions are marked with white ontours every 2:0 � 10�18erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2, up to 4:0� 10�17 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2 = 20:5 B mag arse�2.
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Fig. 9.|WISP & Shmidt vs. previous photometry of the Merope Nebula. Filled irles arenew data. Open irles are from APW and O'Dell (1965). Error bars show 1� unertaintyranges in the UV data; these are too small to plot at 4400 �A. The dashed lines indiateAPW's power-law �ts to the nebular brightness. All three intensity ranges are the same.Magnitude sale di�erenes arise from varied zero-point de�nitions.
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Fig. 10.| IRAS 100 �m intensity on a log sale ranging from 3 (white) to 100 MJy sr�1(blak). Blak ontours mark 60/100 �m olor temperatures of 20, 25, and 30 K. Dust inthe luster ore has T & 25 K, and T > 30 K is reahed near 17, 20, 23 and 25 Tau. AllPleiads with Flamsteed numbers are marked with rosses. Outlines of WISP and Shmidt�eld overages are given for referene.
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Fig. 11.| Areas from whih radial intensity and olor pro�les were extrated for 17, 20,23, and 25 Tau. Eah star's \domain" is traed by blak ontours showing 50% and 25%ontributions to the total light inident on the grains for a simple geometry (x6.1). Lowerontributions at the 15% level for 20 Tau and the 10% level for 23 Tau are also shown. Theunderlying negative image is Shmidt BJ intensity.
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Fig. 12.| Radial intensity pro�les for: (a) 23, (b) 20, () 25, and (d) 17 Tau, extrated fromthe areas indiated in Fig. 11. Dashed lines mark the APW intensity �t to 23 Tau, resaledto other stellar uxes for omparison. Left-side panels show omplete pixel sets, while thoseon the right plot subsets in azimuth. The estimated fration of inident light ontributed byeah star is also shown. See x6.1 for full details.
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Fig. 13.| Radial sattered/thermal olor pro�les for 23, 20, 25 and 17 Tau using the sameazimuthal subsets as the right-side panels in Fig. 12. W1 PSF artifats for 25 & 17 Tauontaminated the W1/FIR olors of nebulosity near those stars.
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Fig. 14.| Radial sattered/sattered olor pro�les for 23, 20, 25 and 17 Tau using the sameazimuthal subsets as the right-side panels in Fig. 12. W1-related olors near 17 & 25 Tau areunreliable. Dashed lines mark the APW olor �t to 23 Tau, resaled to other stellar olorsfor omparison. Dotted lines indiate apparent stellar olors, unorreted for interstellarreddening.
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Fig. 15.| A simple homogeneous slab geometry useful for onsidering reddening e�ets. Seex7.2.2 for details.
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Table 1. Grain Model PropertiesMRNy GCWzFilter � albedo g albedo gW1 1650 �A 0.45 0.61 0.66 0.74W2 2200 �A 0.52 0.48 0.47 0.71BJ 4400 �A 0.66 0.52 0.61 0.63yValues from Mathis et al. (1977) and White(1979).zValues from Gordon et al. (1997).


